
Wipro Aptitude Sample Question 1: 

A has x number of cookies with him. B has double the number of cookies with A, and C has 

double the number of cookies with B. If the total number of cookies with A, B and C is 35, 

what is the number of cookies with B? 

a) 5 

b) 15 

c) 20 

d) 10 

Answer/ Explanation: d) 10 

Let the number of cookies with A be x. 

Number of cookies with B = 2x 

Number of cookies with C = 2*2x = 4x 

Therefore, total number of cookies with a, b and c is x + 2x + 4x = 7x 

7x = 35 

=>x = 5 

Number of cookies with B = 2x = 10 

Wipro Reasoning Sample Question 2: 

If APPLE is written as 261515114, how is GRAPE written as? 

a) 61726154 

b) 7181166 

c) 61836155 

d) 51726155 

Answer/ Explanation: a) 61726154 

Shift the numeric order of the English alphabet one step backward. As A =1 in normal case, 

A = 26 now. Similarly, P = 16 in the normal case, P becomes 15 in this case. That way: 



A: 26 

P: 15 

L: 11 

E: 4 

Hence, GRAPE is written as  

G = 6 

R = 17 

A = 26 

P = 15 

E = 4 

Wipro Verbal Ability Sample Question 3: 

What do we call a person who eats so much and is always hungry? 

a) Glutton  

b) Luncheon 

c) Reticent 

d) Gannet 

Answer/ Explanation: d) Gannet 

Gannet and Glutton are used differently in the following way. 

A glutton is a person who eats much more than what is needed whereas gannet is a person 

who eats a lot and is still always hungry. Do note gannet is an informal word. 

Reticent is a person who speaks very less. 

Luncheon is a formal lunch. 

Wipro Descriptive Sample Question 1: 

Are humans better than computers? Justify your answer (Your essay should contain at 

least 300 words). 



Sample Answer: Although computers make human work easy by performing many 

functions, here are my reasons to believe that humans are better than computers.  

A human body has an infinite mind. Its capability to dream, ideate and convert its thought 

into a physical reality is truly astounding. A man has created myriad things and the computer 

is yet another invention of man created with an intention of making his life comfortable. A 

computer can remember facts, perform operations, calculate faster, guide you with the nearest 

petrol bunk or predict the next fall in stock prices. However, it cannot feel, cannot guide you 

with your next career step, can't provide a human emotion, can't understand its surroundings, 

can't learn, can't judge a situation or can't dream or ideate on its own. It works on the 

programs/ instructions given by humans. 

Without a pre-determined set of programming code, a computer proves to be nothing. When 

faced with an undefined phenomenon or non-routine work, a computer cannot use its 

judgment to process and come up with a solution. On the other hand,  a human being 

conscious of his choice of actions is known to come up with unconventional but relevant 

action choices. Sure, computers are becoming more and more intelligent with machine 

learning and new AI technologies. But, will they surpass human is a question that answers 

itself. 

After all, the neural tissue that created the electronic wired device is better than its creation! 

  

 


